PART 3

WHO ARE THE INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES REALLY?

Are they genuinely protecting and looking after the interests of our society?
Or do they exist solely to manipulate and control the minds of the masses?

This is an expose' on who they really are. Their non-consensual human experiments, via Trauma-based Mind Control, Frequency weapons, Radiation, Torture, Drugs, Stalking, to name but a few, all on (non-Masonic) innocent members of society. These 'experiments', along with drug running and distribution to stupefy the masses, are essential clandestine atrocities towards our Masonic Government's hidden agenda of total global domination.

CORE OF RAPE

The Masonic Brotherhood/Intelligence Agencies Compartmentalised Power Structure

The Freemasonic secret-society/Intelligence Agencies network is intrinsically interwoven into ALL levels of society's structure – social services and child care, police, military, politics, legal system, mass media, banking, business, medical and pharmaceutical industry, alternative health care, education, religion, food multinationals, illegal drug running and distribution and organised crime. The hierarchy of this compartmentalised power structure are the SECRET SERVICES, the major “think tanks” and manipulators of our society. These are the people who run our society and our lives!

4th to 33° Masons directly involved in the Black Occult

The “Illuminated Untouchables” Arch Masons Directly involved in Satanic Ritual Child Sacrifice.
GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE ATROCITIES UPON SOCIETY - THE EVIDENCE

- **EXPOSED! MI5/MI6 Hall of Fame** Government agents who have attempted to infiltrate Project Freedom. Some agents are directly involved in child rape, torture and murder. By George Farquhar.

- **Mind Control Out of Control** An expose on Cathy O'Brien's horrendous experiences from childhood of being used as a Mind Control slave by the establishment. By Cathy O'Brien and Mark Phillips

- **Hard Drugs** The trade in hard drugs is very important to the Elite for a number of reasons. It provides a source of income to finance other covert operations and creates a 'problem' for which the public demands a 'solution' of increased police powers and the erosion of personal freedom in an effort to stop the supply. By Ivan Frazer

STOP PRESS 25th June 2000!

- **George Farquhar Arrested and assaulted by police**
  For witnessing and confronting under-cover government security agents attempting to sell hard drugs to children at Glastonbury Festival 2000.
Covert Operations of the U.S. National Security Agency  The "heavies" of the Mind Control Police. This "secret" technology has been developed to monitor and manipulate the minds of EVERY citizen - Wherever or Whoever you are!


U.S. Experiments on Children For decades the US Government has been experimenting on children with the use of drugs, deadly viruses, and radioactivity: by Carol Rutz.

Towards the New World Order America's secret police force. Who are FEMA, the MJTF, and the FINCEN? An insider reveals a taste of things to come.

WACO MASSACRE – ALL THE ELEMENTS OF OCCULT SACRIFICE

Did you know that the U.S. Government agencies, F.B.I. (Federal Bureau of Investigation) along with the B.A.T.F. (Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms) slaughtered children and their parents in cold blood in Waco, Texas, on 19th April 1993?

One element of this government atrocity was to psychologically torture them for 51 days prior to the massacre, before burning 33 of the women, children and babies alive with flame throwers before going in to dismember their limbs and heads! Quote from one report – “The Davidian babies had been selectively beheaded, mutilated and incinerated (laundred) to disguise the time, cause and circumstances of death.

Remembering that the Intelligence hierarchy is wholly Masonic controlled, a number investigative researchers believe these acts of terrorism hold many parallels to Satanic Black Occult Ritual.

The circumstantial and physical evidence to prove that this was a pre-meditated Government terrorist attack upon innocent people is in abundance.

Murdered in cold blood by Masonic Government Intelligence

Waco Massacre - Why the Branch Davidians were Murdered- Exposing the C.I.A’s Peadophile rings

Waco Holocaust Electronic Museum
- Waco the Real Story: What the media didn't tell you about the Waco massacre, when 130 innocent men women and children were slaughtered by US government agents. By Linda Thompson.

- Waco the Untold Story: An expose Video Documentary gives a totally different picture of what really happened at the Waco massacre. By Samuel L. Blumenfeld.


- A Lecture By Phil Schneider: Ex Government engineer tortured to death for revealing to the American public "black" government projects and engineered atrocities towards the New World Order.

- The Report from Iron Mountain: "Brave New World" report on the permanent government's intention to replace war with eugenics, as a means to control the human race. By David Icke.

- PROMIS: Ex-intelligence agent exposes the truth behind the Government Agencies. By Glenn Krawczyk.

- Silent Partners: The UK USA Agreement. Born in secrecy, it will continue to operate in secrecy. NATO nations in a peak security agreement: By Susan Bryce.

- Neural Manipulation by Remote Radar: This essay has been written using recently declassified records on Project Pandora released on 19 December 1994. By Dr Armen Victorian.

- The Port Arthur Massacre: An abundance of evidence that supports the fact that Martin Bryant, conviceted of the Port Arthur massacre is in fact innocent, and the victim of mind control. By Joe Vialls.
The classic symbol of the all-seeing eye, and the pyramid with the capstone missing on the US Dollar bill.

The British Intelligence arm MI5 logo, with 'The All-Seeing Eye'.

British Intelligence is a creation of the Illuminati, going back to at least the 16th century.

- **Interview with an Assassin** A former CIA assassin reveals mind control techniques are intrinsic to covert intelligence operations: By Walter Bowart.

- **Destined to Die** An expose of the Assassination of Princess Diana. 98% of the people surveyed believe that Diana was murdered: By David Icke.

- **Affidavit of Richard Tomlinson** Regarding the assassination of Princess Diana. (To Judge Herve Stephan)

- **Interpol Exposed** A private group - Above the Law - And answerable to no one. Its executive members reads like a Nazi Who's Who.

- **Mind Control Techniques and Tactics of the New World Order** An expose of engineered atrocities By the Intelligence Agencies. By Glenn Krawczyk

- **Project Paperclip and the Nuremberg Trials Whitewash** 23 Nazi scientists were scapegoats for the Nuremberg trials. More than 2000 'Escaped' prosecution by being infiltrated into the western intelligence services to continue their horrendous crimes against humanity.

- **Who Killed Patrick Quinn? The Framing of Malcolm Kennedy** A clear-cut case of an innocent man convicted and imprisoned for the murder of a victim of police brutality.

- **Videos Exposing** The Permanent Unelected Masonic Government and their engineered events towards Global Domination.

---

**FURTHER RESEARCH ON GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE ATROCITIES UPON SOCIETY**

- **RITUAL ABUSE MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS** Over 4000 Websites and documents

- **MK ULTRA MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS** Over 2800 Websites and documents

- **MONTAUK MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS** Over 1300 Websites and documents

- **MONARK MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS** Over 1100 Websites and documents

- **TAVISTOCK MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS** Over 1000 Websites and documents

- **H.A.A.R.P. MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS** Over 1200 Websites and documents

- **GOVERNMENT MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTS** Over 149,000 Websites and documents

- **GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE HUMAN EXPERIMENTS** Over 76,000 Websites and documents

- **GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE RADIATION EXPERIMENTS** Over 14,000 Websites and documents
Project Freedom

N.S.A. HUMAN RADIATION EXPERIMENTS.................................Over 1700 Websites and documents
C.I.A. HUMAN RADIATION EXPERIMENTS..............................Over 5200 Websites and documents
M.O.D. HUMAN RADIATION EXPERIMENTS...............................Over 4900 Websites and documents
PROJECT SUNSHINE RADIATION EXPERIMENTS.........................Over 150 Websites and documents
HUMAN BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS........................................Over 345,000 Websites and documents
MILITARY PSYCHIC WARFARE................................................Over 150 Websites and documents
MILITARY REMOTE VIEWING.................................................Over 5500 Websites and documents
GOVERNMENT DRUG RUNNING...............................................Over 88 Websites and documents
WACO BLACK OCCULT HUMAN SACRIFICE.................................Over Websites and documents
SEPTEMBER 11 CONSPIRACY................................................Over 80 Websites and documents

NO more Disinformation - NO more Deceit - NO more Greed - NO more Corruption
NO more MASONIC GOVERNMENT BULLSHIT!
LONG LIVE TRUTH & FREEDOM!
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